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Abstract

In this paper, the authors describe a parailel im-
plementation of the Lagrangian Relaxation Algorithm
with variable duplication for the thermal unit com-
mitment problem. The formulation was previously re-
ported bp the authors and allows inclusion of the full
nonlinear AC’ network power flow model, which per-
mits addressing voltage limits, as well as more real-
istic branch flow limits than is possible with a linear
DC flow model. Thus, potential VAr production can
be used as another criterion for commitment of other-
wise expensive generators in strategic locations. The
algorithm is highly parallelizable, and the authors have
taken advantage of this in a version currently being de-
veloped for the Cornell Theorp Center’s Velocity AC3
NT cluster.

1 Introduction

As discussed by the authors when the algorithm used
in this paper was presented for the first time in [26], the
main reason for using Lagrangian relaxation for solv-
ing the unit commitment problem is that separation of
a very specific kbd is achieved. Lagrangian relaxation
allows trading a direct solution approach exhibiting
combinatorics complexity (such as dynamic program-
ming or mixed integer programming) for an iterative
process that is not guaranteed to find the global opti-
mum, but which in practice finds solutions with very
small duality gaps, and whose complexity for a given
iteration is roughly proportional to the number of in-
teger variables, not combinatorics.

The original Lagrangian relaxation method could
only deal with linear constraints, so other authors
never went beyond using linear approximations of the

network constraints in their formulations. In [26],
the authors employed a variable duplication technique
that, together with the constraint structure of the
problem, allowed them to reformulate the problem in
a way that permits the inclusion of nonlinear network
constraints. Furthermore, the resulting iterative pro-
cess for the solution of the dual maximization problem
is highly parallelizable, which is excellent because the
algorithm does need a large amount of computational
power: for every dual iteration, it needs to perform as
many Optimal Power Flows (OPF’S) as there are time
slices in the planning horizon. Without resorting to a
parallel implementation, it is difficult to present results
for any larger systems. This paper is meant to relate
the experiences of the authors obtained in the pro-
cess of implementing the parallel algorithm. Section 1
presents the problem, the philosophy behind using La-
grangian relaxation and the reasons for considering a
nonlinear AC power flow model. Section 2 presents the
formulation and dual maximization algorithm. Sec-
tion 3 presents some computational results obtained
in a serial implementation. Section 4 describes a par-
allel implementation currently being developed, and
Section 5 describes future work and conclusions so far.

1.1 The Unit Commitment Problem

The unit commitment problem is a mixed–integer
mathematical program which can be formulated gen-
erally as:
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where (P, Q, U) are vectors of optimization variables
grouped in like categories:

nt:

ng:
i,t.

P.

~i,t;

~i,t .

P:

Q:
u:

F(P, U) :
K(U):

D:

s:

c:

Length of the planning horizon
Number of generators to schedule
Real power output for
generator i at time t
Reactive power output for
generator i at time t
On/off status (one or zero)
for generator i at time t
(y), ~= 1 . ..n~. t=l. <.nt
(q’J), ~ = 1 . ..ng. t=l. ..nt
(u~’t), ‘i= 1 . ..ng. t=l. ..nt
The total production cost
The sum of any startup costs
A set of dgnamic generator-wise
constraints
A set of static instantaneous
constraints
A set of nonseparable constraints

The production cost F i“sassumed to be a convex
(in fact quadratic) and separable over each generator
and time period, so that we can write:

The constraints in the problem are classified into three
kinds: Cathegory D groups constraints that relate to
a single generator, but may span several time peri-
ods (inter-temporal, or dynamic, constraints). Typical
constraints in this cathegory are minimum up or down
times and ramping constraints. Cathegory S groups
constraints that span the complete system but involve
only one time period at a time (also called system-
wide, or static constraints). This cathegory includes
such constraints as as load/demand matching, volt-
age limits, branch flow limits, reserve constraints and
generator operating range limits. Finadly, cathegory C
groups constraints that involve more than one genera-
tor and more than one time period. A typical example
is the infeasibility of turning on more ithan one unit at
a time in a given location because of crew constraints.
Typically, it is impossible to separate the generators
bound by such constraints, resulting in increased com-
plexity of the related dynamic program.

1.2 The motivation for employing an
AC power flow model

Since the introduction of the Lagrangian relaxation
technique for the solution of the unit commitment
problem a little over 20 years ago [1, 3], researchers
have improved the basic formulation by adding more

ellaborate intertemporal constraints and costs [5,6, 7],
better dealing with primal-feasibility issues [9, 12, 17],
incorporation of linear network constraints [11, 13, 15,
16, 18], ramp constraints [20] and several other is-
sues. However, when it comes to expanding the orig-
inal formulation of the problem, researchers have in-
cluded new constraints either by lumping them into
the separated dynamic programs for each generator
(as in the case of adding ramp constraints by dis-
cretizing the generation range and imposing transition
constraints in the dynamic progrsm) or, if the con-
straints are linear, by relaxing them with appropriate
multipliers. Such constraints do not hamper the sep-
aration structure of the dual functional if relaxed. It
is, in fact, possible to add any lineax constraint that
one can think of to the Lagrangian, appropriately re-
laxed with a multipler, and expect to be able to pre-
serve separation structure. Nonlinear constraints, on
the other hand, are useless as candidates for relax-
ation because they will likely end up coupling subprob-
lems in the dual functional. In particular, AC power
flow constraints, being highly nonlineax and contain-
ing sines and cosines of angle differences and voltage
cross products in each term, are not candidates for re-
laxation. Thus, researchers refrained from including
constraints that depend on voltages or reactive flows,
or, if they dld something about them, they used lin-
earization. There are, however, genuine engineering
considerations for including the full nonlinear model.
These considerations stem from the fact that some
very important system constraints ctm only be mod-
eled accurately with the nonlinear AC flow network
model. For example, branch flow limits are best ex-
pressed in terms of an MVA rating for transformers, or
in terms of a maximum current for a transmission line.
However, both actual MVA and current depend on its
orthogonal active and reactive components. The DC
flow model can predict (and even then, only for small
angle deviations) the active component, and can thus
be a poor model of what happens in the reaJ system.
Line limits inextricably tie together active and reac-
tive dispatch restrictions. Another example is given
by voltage limits; predicting them linearly in terms
of reactive injections is not accurate enough. Finally,
there are components in the network that the DC flow
is not even capable of modeling, such aa tapping trans-
formers.

At this point, we asked ourselves: what good is solv-
ing the wrong (i.e., linearized) problem to within very
small duality gaps, if the so-called primal-feasible so-

lution that comes out of it will in fact require further
processing and rescheduling in order to meet actual
network constraints?
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All of these considerations led us to consider an al-
ternative formulation that could deal with nonlinear
network constraints, as reported in [26], and repeated
in the following section for clarity and for purposes of
self-containment.

2 Unit commitment
OPF formulation

Our approach haa its origins in the

with AC

variable duplica-
tion technique credited to Guy Cohen in [13] by Batut
and Renaud. This same technique was used later by
Baldick [15] in his more general formulation of the unit
commitment problem. The key idea is simple; it is
based on the fact that the problem

min {~l(iu) + ,/’z(z) [ s(z) e S, d(z) E D}

is equivalent to

min {jl(z) + .T”2(y) [ S(y) C $, ~(~) C ~1 Y – ~ = 0}

We start by defining two sets of variables, the dg-
rtamic variables and the static ones:

Dynamic:

Ui’t: Commitment status {0,1} for generator i at time
t

d$t: Real power output for generator i at time t

d$t: VAr output for generator i at time t

u: (Uf’t), i=l... ng, t=nt.. nt

DP: (d;t), i=l... ng, t=rh.. rh

D,: (djt), i=l... ng, t=nt.. nt

D: (DP, Dq)

Static:

Si’t: Real power output for generator i at time t
P

sit: VAr output for generator i at time t

$P: (s;~),i= 1 . ..ng. t=l. ..nt

*: (S:$), i=l... na, t=!. ntnt5’

s: (Sp, s*)

Then the following optimization problem is defined

subject to:
(1) D-type constraints

U satisfies minimal up and down times,

(2) S-type constraints

{

satisfies the network load flow
(Sp, s,) equations while respecting line

MVA limits and voltage limits

(3) and the following additional constraints

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

@,t ‘X”’’tp~a.50 ‘=l.oonz ‘=l--nt
iczl

(10)
~i,t _

P
ui,t~y = (j , i=l... ng, t=l... nt (11)

& _ ~~,td;t = o , i=l... n~, t=l... nt (12)

where R1’kis the minimum combined capacity that is
acceptable for the lth zone in the tth period and Zl is
the set of indices of generators in the lth zone.

We will assume that we can enforce the D con-
straints (4-6) on the D variables and the S con-
straints (7–9) on the S variables, so that we only relax
the three last constraints (10-12), which leads to the
following Lagrangian:

/C(U,D, & @ =

hii’’’w”)+@’t(u’’”)l
t=l‘i=l

(13)
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where A = (&, ~~t ) are multipliers on the relaxed

equalities of the two kinds of variables, @~t is the mul-
tiplier associated to the lth zone’s reserve requirement
at the tth period, and z(i) returns the index of the
zone to which generator i belongs.

The separation structure of the Lag,rangian is obvi-
ous upon looking at equations (14) and (15). It makes
it possible to write the dual objective as

q(A, /3) = ~m)~{~l(tf, D, A, ,6) + & (S, A) + L3(/3)}
,,

= ~nC1(U, D, A,/3)

+ ~3(P) (16)

By looking again at (14) and (16), it can be seen that
the first term can be computed by solving n~ dynamic
programs again; the second term separates into nt op-
timal power flow problems with all generators com-
mited but with special cost curves ,$tsjt + Alt sit for

generator i at time t.Notice that S;t also has a price.
It is assumed that the solutions of the dynamic pro-
grams meet the ‘D constraints and that the solutions
of the optimal power flows meet the S constraints.

It would be tempting to apply a dual maximization
procedure to the duti objective as stated, but there
are some issues that prevent us from doing that with-
out some modification of the Lagrangian. The first
issue is that the cost of d~t reflected in the dynamic
programs, being linear, is not strongly convex; this
can cause unwanted oscillations in the d}t prescribed
by the dynamic program (see [13]). Therefore we set
out to fix this before addressing any other problems
by augmenting the Lagrangian with quadratic func-
tions of the equality constraints. This will introduce
nonseparable terms, but using the Auxiliary Problem
Principle described by G. Cohen in [4] and [8] we can
linearize those terms about the previous iteration val-
ues, rendering them separable. Thus we write the new
augmented Lagrangian as

‘C(77,D,s,A,p) =

n9

+ }3;~ A$’t(s$’t- u%.$t)
t=li=l

The Auxiliary Problem Principle allows us to substi-
tute the augmentation terms by the following at iter-
ation k (see [13])

~~cp(@- ii)tdj’t)($;’ -u%$’)
t=l i=l

where fii’t, ~~t, ~~t, Sit and g? are the values obt~ned
at the (k - l)th iteration. Since (18) is separable, we
can collect terms of the augmented Lagrangian on a
per-generator basis, so that at the kth iteration we are
faced with

+ ;ui’t(dj’t)2+$tti’t(d~)2

t=l i=l
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(19)

Notice that 1(20) has the same separation structure of
(16).

Now that the separability issue has been resolved,
it is easy to see that a dual maximization algorithm
might proceed as follows:
Algorithm: AC Augmented Lagrangian relaxation

Step O

Step 1

Step 2a

Step 2b

Step 3

Step 4

k-+-o

Initialize (&, }~t ) to the values of the multi-
pliers on the power flow equality constraints
at generator buses when running an OPF with
all units commited. InitiaEze (~, D, ~) to ze-
ros.

Compute

by solving ng one-generator dynamic pro-
grams.

Compute

by solving nt OPF’S in which all generators
are committed, their generation range has
been expanded to include ~~in = O and the
special cost L2 (S, A, ~, D, S) is used. Note:
all tasks in steps 2a and 2b can be solved in
parallel.

If the commitment schedule ~ is not in a
database of tested commitments, perform a
cheap primal feasibilityy test. If the results
are not encouraging, store the schedule in the
database and label it “infeasible”, then go to
Step 60

Perform a more serious primal feasibility test
by actually attempting to run nt OPF’S with
the original P~~~ constraints. If all OPF’S
are successful, store the commitment in the

database, together with the primal cost in-
cluding startup costs, and the duality gap
(the dual cost was available upon solving 2a
and 2b). Else label the commitment as “in-
fea.eible”, store it in the database, and go to
Step 6.

Step 5 If the mismatch between the two sets of vari-
ables is small enough, stop.

Step 6 Update all multipliers using subgradient tech-
niques, and

0 +---0

D+--fi

$+$

k t k+l

Step 7 Go to Step 2.

The proposed algorithm is very OPF–intensive: the
major computational cost is that of computing nc
OPF’S for every iteration in order to solve the static
subproblems, plus extra OPF’S in selected iterations
when a given commitment is promising. Thus, every
effort possible must be made to try to alleviate the
burden of OPF computation. The first thing that can
be done is to use w a starting point for the OPF the
result of the previous iteration for the same time pe-
riod. Most of the times, the only difference in the
data for the OPF would be a small change in the costs
(reflected by the change in A from one iteration to
another). This, in theory, should result in fewer itera-
tions needed for the OPF.

Another drawback of the algorithm is that a dif-
ferent set of OPF computations must be performed
to compute the value of the dual objective and to
compute the value of the primal. Thus, before even
trying to compute the value of the primal objective,
one should make sure that such a costly computa-
tion is worth doing. Some of the cheap tests include
verifying that the reserve constraint is met and that
the mismatch between the S and the D variables is
small. With respect to the latter, we have found that
if ul@ = 1, a smaller mismatch should be asked for as
requisite to feasibility than if Ui’t = O. More costly fea-
sibilityy tests would involve power flow problems start-
ing from appropriate initial values. Currently a con-
strained power flow is being performed at thk stage.

3 Computational results

An implementation of the algorithm has been written
in the MA TLA~M environment. The dynamic sub-
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problems can accommodate minimal up or down times,
warm start and cold startup costs. The static subprob-
lems are solved using a version of MINOS [22] that
has been incorporated into the MA TPO WER package
(see [23]). It includes box constraints on the genera-
tor’s active and reactive output, piecewise-linear con-
vex or polynomial cost functions for both P and Q,
voltage constraints, line MVA limits and of course, the
power flow equations. Additionally, any linear con-
straint on the optimization variables can be specified
via a user-friendly mechanism. A preconditioned for
MINOS that performs a constrained pc)wer flow is used
if necessary. It implements a Levenberg-Marquardt-
like minimization of the sum of squares of the power
flow constraints, with penalty functions on some other
box constraints and constrained variables in the case
of voltage limits. Thus, each iteration involves solv-
ing a QP subproblem rather than a Newton step. The
QP subproblem is solved using BPMP’D (see [19]),an
interior method QP solver.

The program was first tested on a modified IEEE 30-
bus system [2] with 6 generators and a planning hori-
zon of length 6. For comparison purposes, a version of
the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm with DC Flow-
based relaxed line limits was also written. It turns
out that generator number 4, located at bus num-
ber 27, is needed for voltage support for many load
levels even though it is most uneconomical to oper-
ate. The AC-based algorithm correctly identified this
unit as a must-run for those time periods, even pro-
viding some price information on the MVArs that this
unit produced by means of the corresponding &. The
number of iterations required was usually in the vicin-
ity of one hundred. In contrast, the DC flow-based
algorithm failed to commit unit 4 for any period, pro-
ducing a commitment schedule that was infeasible in
light of the AC power flow constraints.

The importance of proper selection of the

(CP,%, c,, bq) parameters was apparent from the be-
ginning. We obtained good results with CP = 0.05,
bP = 4CP, cq = 0.08 and bg = 4cq. However, other
choices tended to produce somewhat smooth, damped
oscillations in the values of some of the (&,&).

To highlight one of the new features found in the
algorithm, we show the evolution of (~~t, A$t ) vs. it-
eration number for a typical run in figure 1. The mul-
tipliers with the higher values are all P–type multipli-
ers. Those with the smaller values correspond to the
,4~t. Most of them settle to zero, indicating that Q
is essentially free almost always. However, a few of
them actually have high prices: these belong to gen-
erators and time periods where the CWF tries to use
their MVArs in order to force feasiblli.ty or guided by

10

Ii
i

8

2-

0

-2 L
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 1: Evolution of multipliers in a typical run.

economic considerations, but the generators are not
actually committed. In the course of the algorithm,
these ?& may grow so large that they trigger the re-
spective unit on. Once this happens, such multipliers
tend to approach zero again, since Q is now plentiful.
In figure 1 there are two clear examples of this behav-
ior, corresponding to unit 4 being commited for certain
time periods. As the multiplier approaches zero, the
static copy sit will approach the dynamic d~t.

A slightly more ambitious test has been performed
using the IEEE 118 bus system, with 54 generators
and a time horizon of 24 slices, corresponding to two
“weekdays” and one day of the weekend, each with 8
three-hour periods. The total variation of the load
relative to the base case is –5070 and +40%. The
behavior of the @ norm of the active and reactive mis-
matches between the two sets of variables can be seen
in Figure 2. The evolution of the multipliers in this
case can be seen in Figure 3.

4 Parallel implementation

Profiling the algorithm indicates that up to 95% of
the computation cost is OPF–related, and hence this
section is the one that could benefit the most from
parallelization. Although dynamic programs are also
parallelizable, their granularity is much smaller and
communications overhead is likely to reduce the ef-
ficiency of the parallelization. So the authors have
opted for an initial version that parallelizes the OPF
subproblems only.

The initial algorithm had been developed in
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Figure 2: Evolution of power mismatch in the 118 bus
system.
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Figure 3: Evolution of multipliers in the 118 bus sys-
tem.

MA TLAB, and fortunately, we can continue to use
the same environment for testing the parallel version
due to the existence of MultiMA TLAB, currently be-
ing developed at Cornell Universit y’s Theory Center
by John Zollweg; see [25] and earlier work in [24].
MultiMATLAB is implemented by means of having
several copies of MA TLAB each running in a differ-
ent node and communicating via a subset of the Mes-
sage Passing Interface (MPI) library. The cells to MPI
are implemented as MEX files. A master processor,
where the main algorithm and dynamic programming
subproblems run, switches to a master/worker paral-
lelization strategy whenever it needs to solve a set of
OPF’S. The workers’ only task is to receive OPF in-
put data, run the OPF solver and report back to the
master the results of the computation.

So far, we have programmed two scheduling strate-
gies to perform the parallel task. The simpler of the
two is a straightforward round-robin strategy in which
the master cycles through the workers, receiving the
results of any prior assigned work by means of a block-
ing receive (MPI’s Recv function), which ties the mas-
ter until data arrives. When data does arrive, the mas-
ter then sends the worker data for the next OPF, and
turns its attention to the next worker. While having
the master wtit for the worker to be ready is not op-
timal, the only kind of message passing being done
employs MPI’s Recv and Send calls, whose implemen-
tation is more stable in MultiMATLAB.

A second, more sophisticated implementation makes
use of MPI’s Irecv non–blocking receive function.
Right after sending data to a worker, the master pro-
cessor posts a non–blocklng receive, setting aside a
data reception area for the incoming message from
the worker. The master can then turn its attention
to other workers and assign further work or read from
them. From time to time, the master executes a call to
MPI’s Testany function, which informs the master of
any pending Irecv’s being completed. If so, the master
processes the data from the corresponding worker and
assigns further work if needed. This strategy promises
the most efficient use of the workers. In limited ex-
periments with up to 7 workers, the master is actually
free most of the time, which means that it is very eili-
ciently keeping the workers occupied. The efficacy of
this algorithm can be further enhanced by performing
the OPF’S in order of decreasing expected complexity,
so that the end game is less likely to become a situ-
ation in which the master spends its time waiting for
only a small subset of the workers occupied in solving
long, difficult OPF’S.

At the time this paper is being written, several pend-
ing issues in the implementation of the calls to the MPI
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library have not been resolved, and aa a result we do
not have the results of a complete run available yet.
However, it is only a matter of weeks before there is
a stable MuM’14ATLAB implementation to complete
our tests.

5 Future work

There are three main areas where efforts are under
way. The first of them relates to the joint work with
John Zollweg to make MultiMATLAB a more reliable
on the NT cluster. The second general area involves
improvement of the OPF’S robustness and handling of
very large systems. While MINOS has been found to
do a good job of finding optima given a good starting
point, the early stages of the algorithm, when prices
are moving rapidly from iteration to iteration, result in
OPF problems where the optimal solution lies far away
from the initial point. We have found MINOS not
to behave as well in these cases, especially for larger
systems (i.e., 3000 buses), even with the constrained
power flow preconditioned. Work is being done on
rnahg the preconditioned even smarter, so that it can
predict binding constraints at the optimum.

The last area imvolves enhancing the software by
addbg ramp constraints in the formulation. There
are two basic approaches poposed in the literature; the
first one involves discretizing the generation range for
the dynamic copy of the active power sources, and dis-
allowing transitions that violate ramping restrictions
in the dynamic programs. While relatively straight
forward, the dynamic programs do become more com-
plicated. The second approach is to relax the linear
ramping constraints and add them to the Lagrangizm.
There is concern about the speed of convergence of the
corresponding multipliers, however. It maybe possible
to have special updating strategies for these multipli-
ers.
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